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ABSTRACT 

A stock (Popularly known as shares or equity) is a type of security that 

signifies proportionate ownership in the issuing organization. Shares are 

bought and sold predominantly on stock exchange, though there can be private 

sales as well, and is the foundation of nearly every portfolio. These 

transactions have to conform to government regulations organization like 

SEBI, which are meant to protect investors from fraudulent practices. In this 

research paper an attempt is made to analyze the investment tendency in 

stock of public sector companies and private sector companies. The study also 

consist a comparative evaluation of the stock performance of public as well as 

private companies. For the evaluation, last three year data of stock 

performance has been used. This study also finds out the factors effecting the 

investment in stocks and measures the performance of stocks through the 

some models which are used worldwide to evaluate the performance of stock 

through portfolio (Risk/Return) Sharpe Measure, Treynor Measure, and 

jensens measure of performance. The performance review must generate and 

provide information that will help the investor to assess any need for 

rebalancing of his investments and sell and buy decision. The purpose of 

choosing this topic is to know how the stock portfolio evaluated and which 

sector stock is performing well and risk and return relationship. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study will focus on stock investment, evaluation and 

comparison between public sector companies and private 

sector companies. Investment is the sacrifice of certain 

present value for some uncertain future reward. In other 

words an investment can be defined as commitment of funds 

to one or more assets that will be held over some future time 

period. Broadly, an investment decision is a tradeoff 

between risk and return. Stock performance is the 

measurement of a stock's ability to increase or decrease the 

wealth of its shareholders. Performance is typically 

measured by its fluctuation in price. When the stock price 

increases, the stock shows good performance. Conversely, a 

decrease in price is a poor performance. . Just as every 

person has different appetites for risk, plans 

for diversification and investing strategies, so too does every 

investor have different standards for evaluating stock 

performance. One investor may expect an average annual 

return of 12% or more, while another may look to add to his 

portfolio with a stock that is not correlated with the stock 

market as a whole.  

 

The evaluation of stock performance is important for several 

reasons. First, the investor, whose funds have been invested 

in the portfolio, needs to know the relative performance of  

 

the portfolio. The performance review must generate and 

provide information that will help the investor to assess any 

need for rebalancing of his investments. Second the investor 

needs to know the how his stocks are performing, whether 

to buy more stock or sell them. Performance evaluation 

methods are generally two types, namely conventional and 

risk-adjusted methods.  

 

The most commonly used conventional methods include 

benchmark comparison and style comparison. The risk-

adjusted methods adjust returns in order to take account of 

differences in risk levels between the managed portfolio and 

the benchmark portfolio. The major such methods are the 

Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, and Jensen’s alpha. The risk-

adjusted methods are more suitable than conventional. 

 

LITRETAURE REVIEW 

We argue that investors use simple decision heuristics when 

selecting stocks to purchase or sell. When purchasing funds, 

we predicate that investors use a representativeness 

heuristic, where recent performance is deemed overly 

representative of a fund manager’s true ability. When selling 

funds, this representativeness heuristic is more than offset 

by investors’ reluctance to realize losses (the disposition 
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effect). In the early 1960s the investment community talked 

about risk, but there was no specific measure for that risk. 

How investors quantify their risk about investment, the basic 

portfolio model was developed by Harry Markowitz (1952-

1959). Markowitz showed the importance of portfolio 

management and to calculate the risk of portfolio 

(Systematic or Un-systematic). Ross (1976-1977) to develop 

the Arbitrage Pricing Theory, which is most beneficiaries to 

achieve the maximum return with lowest risk. Carpenter, 

Michal D. & David E. (1981) discussed the trading volume 

and beta stability. Beta is the principle of risk in single 

investment as well as portfolio investment in mutual fund. H. 

Mendelson (1987) active performance of trading mechanism 

accomplishes the highest return of stocks, this is how the 

stock risk and all started. There are two most common 

methods to evaluate the performance of stock or portfolio. 

Conventional method and risk-adjusted method.  

 

Conventional Method: 

Benchmark Comparison 

The most straightforward conventional method involves 

comparison of the performance of an investment portfolio 

against a broader market index and the most widely used 

market index in the United States is the S&P 500 index, 

which measures the price movements of 500 U.S. stocks 

compiled by the Standard & Poor’s Corporation. According 

this method if the return on the portfolio exceeds that of the 

benchmark index, measured during identical time periods, 

then the portfolio is said to have beaten the benchmark 

index. While this type of comparison with a passive index is 

very common in the investment world, this creates a meny 

problem. The level of risk of the investment portfolio may 

not be the same as that of the benchmark index portfolio. 

Higher risk should leads to Commensurately higher returns, 

in the long-term. This means if the investment portfolio has 

performed better than the benchmark portfolio it may be 

due to the investment portfolio being more risky than the 

benchmark portfolio. Therefore, a simple comparison of the 

return on an investment portfolio with that of a benchmark 

portfolio may not produce valid results. (Springer, 2005, pp. 

617-622 Lalith P. Samarakoon, Dr. Tanweer Hasan). 

 

Style Comparison 

A second conventional method of performance evaluation 

called “style- comparison” involves comparison of return of a 

portfolio with that having a similar investment style. While 

there are many investment styles, one commonly used 

approach classifies investment styles as value versus growth. 

The “value style” portfolios invest in companies that are 

considered undervalued on the basis of yardsticks such as 

price-to-earnings and price-to- topic value multiples. The 

“growth style” portfolios invest in companies whose revenue 

and earnings are expected to grow faster than those of the 

average company. (Springer, 2005, pp. 617-622 Lalith P. 

Samarakoon, Dr. Tanweer Hasan). 

 

Risk Adjustment Methods 

 The risk-adjusted methods make adjustments to returns in 

order to take account of the differences in risk levels 

between the managed portfolio and the benchmark portfolio. 

While there are many such methods, the most notables are 

the Sharpe index (S), Treynor’s index (T), and Jensen’s alpha 

(α).  

 

Now, the main aim of this research paper is to evaluate the 

performance of stock of public sector companies and private 

sector companies. For evaluation Risk-adjusted performance 

is evaluated using three evaluation techniques, i.e., Sharpe 

measure, Treynor’s measure and Jensen’s Alfa. For the 

return calculation, last three year data of stock performance 

are used. 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH 

� To evaluate the performance of the selected stock. 

� To do a comparative study between public sector 

companies stock performance and private sector 

companies stock performance 

� To give the best point to investor for investment 

decision (sell or buy) 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Scope of the study:  

For evaluation, last three year data of stock performance has 

been used (2016-2019) 

 

B. Sample: 

The study uses a sample of five public sector companies and 

five private sector companies. 

 

C. Sources of data: 

For the evaluation, Secondary data have been used and 

collected from the journals, books and periodicals. The data 

were also collected from various websites of companies, 

moneycontrol.com, Yahoo finance, NSE etc. Government 

Treasury bill has been used as a surrogate for risk free rate. 

 

D. Tools:  

To analyze the stock performance, he following statistical 

methods and techniques has been used: Standard Deviation 

for total risk, Beta for systematic risk. 

 

Methodology for data Analysis 

For the evaluation and data analysis, Sharpe performance 

index (S), Treynor’s performance index(T), and Jensen’s 

alpha (α) are used. 

 

Sharpe’s Performance index 

Sharpe’s performance index gives a single value to be used 

for the performance ranking of various funds or portfolios. 

Sharpe index measures the risk premimume of the portfolio 

relative to the total amount of risk in the portfolio. The risk 

premium is the difference between the portfolios average 

rate of return and the risk free rate of return. The standard 

deviation of the portfolio indicates the risk. The index 

assigns the highest value to assets that have best risk 

adjusted rate of return. 

 

S   

 

Where:- 

S = Sharpe ratio  

Rp = return of the portfolio  

Rf = risk-free rate  

σp = standard deviation of returns of the portfolio 
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A. Private Company 

Company 

Name 

Avg. Return 

(Weekly) 

Risk 

Free rate 
SD 

Adani Power 4.8% 6.3% 7.0168% 

Bajaj Finance 8.3% 6.3% 5.6030% 

Tata Steel 12.39% 6.3% 5.4291% 

RIL 11.32% 6.3% 11.9218% 

ICICI Bank 7.8% 6.3% 4.9732% 

 

B. Public Company  

Company 

Name 

Avg. 

Return(Daily) 

Risk Free 

Rate 
SD 

NTPC 7.69% 6.3% 4.9892% 

ONGC 16.33% 6.3% 7.4839% 

SAIL 2.39% 6.3% 5.5547% 

SBI 6.25% 6.3% 5.4421% 

LIC Housing 

Finance 
7.8% 6.3% 5.0331% 

 

The larger the S better the fund has performed 

 

If we assume that private company is one portfolio name A, 

and Public company is Portfolio B, then.. 

 

For Portfolio A 

Portfolio Average Return: 8.9% 

Average Risk Free rate: 6.3% 

Average S.D of portfolio: 6.98% 

Sharp Index: 0.37 

 

For Portfolio B 

Portfolio Average return: 8.092% 

Average risk free rate: 6.3% 

Average standard deviation of portfolio : 5.7% 

Sharp index: 0.31 

 

Thus the larger the S, better the fund has performed. Thus 

Portfolio A ranked as better fund because, its index 

0.37>0.31 

 

Treynor’s Performance index  

The Treynor performance index (Treynor, 1965) computes 

the risk premium per unit of systematic risk. The risk 

premium is defined as in the Sharpe measure. The difference 

in this method is in that it uses the systematic risk of the 

portfolio as the risk parameter. The systematic risk is that 

part of the total risk of an asset which cannot be eliminated 

through diversification. It is measured by the parameter 

known as ‘beta’ that represents the slope of the regression of 

the returns of the managed portfolio on the returns to the 

market portfolio. (Springer, 2005, pp. 617-622 Lalith P. 

Samarakoon, Dr. Tanweer Hasan). 

 

The Treynor performance is given by equation  

 
 

Where:- 

T = Treynor ratio  

Rp = return of the portfolio  

Rf = risk-free rate  

βp = beta of the portfolio 

 

A. Private company 

Company Name 
Avg. Return 

(Daily) 

Risk Free 

rate 
Beta 

Adani Power 4.8% 6.3% 6.98% 

Bajaj Finance 8.3% 6.3% 6.98% 

Tata Steel 12.39% 6.3% 6.98% 

RIL 11.32% 6.3% 6.98% 

ICICI Bank 7.8% 6.3% 6.98% 

 

B. Public Company  

Company Name 
Avg. Return 

(Daily) 

Risk Free 

Rate 
Beta 

NTPC 7.69% 6.3% 5.7% 

ONGC 16.33% 6.3% 5.7% 

SAIL 2.39% 6.3% 5.7% 

SBI 6.25% 6.3% 5.7% 

LIC Housing 

Finance 
7.8% 6.3% 5.7% 

 

If we take the same assumption... 

 

For Portfolio A 

Portfolio Average Return: 8.9% 

Risk free rate: 6.3% 

Beta of Portfolio: 6.98% 

Treynor’s (T): 0.372 

 

For Portfolio B 

Portfolio Average Return: 8.092% 

Risk free rate: 6.3% 

Beta of Portfolio: 5.7% 

Treynor’s (T): 0.314 

 

We can see that portfolio A performance is better than 

Portfolio B, Because the Treynor’s ratio of portfolio A is 

higher than Portfolio B. Treynor ratio measures the 

relationship between fund’s additional return over risk-free 

return and market risk is measured by beta. The higher the 

value of Treynor ratio, the better, the performance of 

portfolio. 

 

Jensen’s Performance index 

The absolute risk adjusted return measure was developed by 

Michael Jensen and commonly known as Jensen’s measure. It 

is mentioned as a measure of absolute performance because 

a definite standard is set and against that the performance is 

measured. The standard is based on the manager’s 

productive ability. Successful prediction of security price 

would enable the manager to earn higher returns that the 

ordinary investor expects to earn in a given level of risk. The 

basic model of Jensen is given below.  

 
 

Where 

α = Jensen’s alpha  

Rp = return of the portfolio  

Rm = return of the market portfolio  

Rf = risk-free rate  

βp = beta of the portfolio 

 

Jensen’s alpha (Jensen, 1968) is based on the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and 

Mossin 1966). The alpha represents the amount by which 

the average return of the portfolio deviates from the 
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expected return given by the Capital Asset Pricing Model. 

The CAPM specifies the expected return in terms of the risk-

free rate, systematic risk and themarket risk premium. The 

alpha can be greater than, less than or equal to zero. An 

alpha greater than zero suggests that the portfolio earned a 

rate of return in excess of the expected return of the 

portfolio. . (Springer, 2005, pp. 617-622 Lalith P. 

Samarakoon, Dr. Tanweer Hasan). 

 

A. Private company 

Company 

Name 

Avg. 

Return 

(Daily) 

Risk 

Free 

rate 

Beta Rm 

Adani Power 4.8% 6.3% 6.98% 7.6% 

Bajaj Finance 8.3% 6.3% 6.98% 10.6% 

Tata Steel 12.39% 6.3% 6.98% 8.7% 

RIL 11.32% 6.3% 6.98% 19.5% 

ICICI Bank 7.8% 6.3% 6.98% 11.2% 

 

B. Public Company  

Company Name 

Avg. 

Return 

(Daily) 

Risk 

Free 

Rate 

SD Rm 

NTPC 7.69% 6.3% 5.7% 7.6% 

ONGC 16.33% 6.3% 5.7% 19.5% 

SAIL 2.39% 6.3% 5.7% 8.7% 

SBI 6.25% 6.3% 5.7% 11.2% 

LIC Housing Finance 7.8% 6.3% 5.7% 10.6% 

 

* In this study, Rm is based on nominal research, Rm might 

be different from actual Market return. 

 

If we take the same assumption.. 

 

For Portfolio A 

Portfolio Average Return: 8.9% 

Average Market Return of the portfolio: 11.52% 

Risk free rate: 6.3% 

Beta of Portfolio: 6.98% 

Jensen’s (α): -27.211 

 

For Portfolio B 

Portfolio Average Return: 8.092% 

Risk free rate: 6.3% 

Average Market Return of the portfolio: 11.52% 

Beta of Portfolio: 5.7% 

Jensen’s (α): -27.962 

 

If the portfolio has a positive Alfa which means performance 

is better. 

 

In both Portfolio, Portfolio A is performing better because he 

has higher positive Alfa. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research paper provides an overview of stock 

performance of public and private sector. Overall results 

suggest that the private sector stock is performing better 

than the public sector, but yes there is ONGC who is 

performing well. Whereas results also show public 

companies shares are under performing. If we assume that 

the private company is Portfolio A and Public company is 

portfolio B then Portfolio A is performing better than 

Portfolio B, In India private companies are rapidly growing 

after globalization, where the public sector companies are 

facing issue like policy paralysis, government interference, 

competition from the private players or lack of aggression 

from the management, overhang of bad debt etc. The success 

of public sector depends upon the performance of company 

and the role of regulatory bodies. Excellent management and 

stringent regulations will increase performance of public 

sector companies. 

 

The study has compared the various companies shares of 

public sector and private sector. Summary of results is 

presented in different tables. The performance of sample 

stocks has been evaluated in terms of return and risk 

analysis, and risk adjusted performance measures such as 

Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio and Jensen’s Alfa.  

 

Recommendations 

By conducting this research, we felt some things, which will 

help the investors to choose the portfolio. 

 

1st of all this study has been conducted on a small scale and 

it covers only selected stock performance of last three year. 

The same study could be conducted on a large scale 

considering all stocks of private and public sector. 

 

With the help of this limited tool and limited sample 

research paper I would recommend the private companies 

stocks, because all three measurement tool showing that the 

private sector stock is performing well than the public 

sector. If investor has public company stock then they should 

think to sell them and buy private companies stock. 
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